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Abstract: The article deals with the new philosophical concept “being plasticity”, appearing to be one of the
most important characteristics of man, world and their correlation. This concept is concretized by means of
concepts “hard” world and  “soft”  world.  The   new   understanding   of   human   consciousness   is   offered.
The essence of a dream as a variety of “soft” world is revealed. 
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INTRODUCTION man may change in a moment. To achieve this it is

Correlation    of    the    elements    of    the   world concrete   man   world  would  belong  to  him  personally,
(different substances, their forms and levels) is recognized i.e.   he   would be  its  maker,  owner,  demiurge  which
by   the   overwhelming   majority  of  philosophers  [1-3]. creates the laws of existence and development of this
While interaction the elements of the world are opposed world by himself. But it is impossible for the natural
to each other by the degree of stability and firmness of physico-chemico-biologico-social world. So “hardness”
their substance. The property of an object to oppose means first of all obstacles, actions aimed against a man
(withstand) the influence of the other object we call as a subject of desires.
“being plasticity” of substance. “Plasticity” is a Thus we can call “hard” world the world of lack of
substance pliability of any kind of an object. Plasticity of freedom, in which lives a man. It is regarded to nature,
the world is a concept which characterizes both the world society and man himself, including both his body and
as a whole and its separate elements. It is a concrete most part of his inner world. In the “hard” world a man
definition of the world including a man as its part. can`t     be    free   in   full   measure,   because   according
Plasticity is a characteristic of ontological foundation of to man`s nature for his  happiness  he  needs  all  world,
the world and of a man included in it both in the aspect of moreover,    the    world    changing    all   the   time   in
structure (structure`s rigidity) and in the aspect of accordance with desires of the given man. The substance
functioning (changes dynamics) both inside the world of “hard” world resists one`s attempts to transform this
and a man and in their relations with each other. It is world.
possible to distinguish the degree of plasticity of different “Hard”    world    is    a   part   of   human   world,
substances. which opposes man and has high level of resistance to his

To concretize the concept of “being plasticity” we efforts of its transformation. To transform the “hard”
introduce the concepts “hard” world, “soft” world, “hard” world a man needs firstly means of production, that is
man, “soft” man. “Hard” world is a world which resists the reorganized fragments of world by means of which a man
aspiration of a man for existence in conditions of freedom. treats the other fragments of world. Secondly a man needs
“Hardness” means first of all different kinds of obstacles: scientific knowledge about laws of nature. Thirdly a man
physical, power, time, financial. What is an ideal world for needs technological knowledge of how to do what he
a man? This is a world which fulfils all one`s desires and wants. Fourthly a man needs time, fifthly he needs people
what`s more, fulfils them, the first, completely, i.e. in the and what is more, specialists in concrete spheres of
whole volume of what a man wants at the given moment, production. And at last he needs money to buy raw
the second, instantly, because the desires of a concrete materials, equipment, to pay workers, etc. 

necessary    that    the    whole    perceived     by    this
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Let`s consider the nature as an element of the “hard” of its own”). In that way a man, being free by his nature,
world. The least part of nature is given to a man gratis, lives in the world with lack of freedom, i.e. in the “hard”
that is without his special efforts, without struggle against world. In the “hard” world human freedom in one sphere
nature, without conquering and transforming the nature. of activities entails restriction of freedom in another
This part includes, for example, air, some accidental sphere. Such a rule is caused by the peculiarities of
natural objects (for example, edible fruits, found by substance of the “hard” world as far as it consists of
chance), etc. The rest part of nature “resists” human material-field type of matter. 
intention to transform it into the form acceptable for “Softness” is a quality of the world, connected with
realization of human desires. Moreover, for transformation minimum resistance to human activity, on one hand and
of some elements of nature other objects of nature are with maximum possible changes of this world under
necessary, turned by man into tools. human influence, on the other hand. Humanity always

The society with its laws is a variety of the “hard” tried to decrease “hardness” of the surrounding world
world. In the society a man can`t be entirely free as far as mainly by means of production and money. “Soft” world
human existence in the society is regulated with the is a world which instantly responds to human desires and
system of prohibitions and instructions. And even the instantly   fulfils   them.   One   feels  himself  comfortably
most violent hooligan is obliged to obey some rules of in this world, because here he is free as much as possible.
behavior. Otherwise the society lay claims to wrongdoer, A man is a demiurge in this world as far as this world
applies different punitive sanctions, certain system of belongs to him. In the “soft” world one is able to do
punishment. N. Berdyaev [4, 5], E. Fromm [6], A. Camus everything he  wants.  For  a  man  such  “soft”  world  is
[7], M. Merleau-Ponty [8] and other thinkers pointed out the part of his  inner  world  which  is  called  a  world  of
the tragic character of the situation with realization of day-dream. Exactly in this world one feels himself
human freedom. If one wants to preserve for himself his completely free. 
group, in which he is staying, he is obliged to lose his  A man couldn`t be a man if he wouldn`t have an
freedom, because, staying in the group one can`t in opportunity to retain his primordial feeling of freedom that
number of cases behave as he wants, ignoring social rules is such kind of freedom which gives a man everything he
of behavior, rules of communication in definite collectives, wants and in the time when he wants it. Such “islet” of
etc. [9]. If one wants to preserve himself that is to be really freedom is a world of day-dream which makes a part of
free, to exist in the whole volume and completeness of his human inner world. The objective world and some fields
individuality,  then  he  loses   his  group.  Most  people, of human inner world may be called “hard” reality,
being   afraid   of  loneliness,  prefer  to  lose  themselves, because this reality counteracts complete fulfillment of
but to keep the collective [10, 11]. As a rule, the society, human life plans. Only one part of human inner world may
in which we live seldom correspond to that ideal of be called “soft” reality, in which a man feels himself a
society, in which we would like to live. A concrete man demiurge and fulfils his life program as much as possible
can`t transform the society in the variant he needs. In this completely-it is the sphere of day-dream. 
connection the significance of tolerance as one of The phenomenon of human “soft” worlds is at
dimensions of human relations increases [12]. present moment poorly investigated precisely in the

A man  himself,  i.e.  his  body   and   the   major   part aspect of “hard” and “soft” realities. As we mentioned
of his consciousness are also “hard”. Thus, for example, before, the “soft” world is one of the fields of human
one can`t change his age, his appearance in the way he consciousness. One can create several “soft” worlds.
wants, etc. One can hardly change his intellectual These worlds differ from each other by two principles.
faculties, become genius, for example, in mathematics, The first principle is a degree of construction of human
poetry, painting, etc. The XX century gave a man great “soft” world, which may be low, middle and high in
opportunities in changing himself, for example, to change intensity of development of a fantasy. The second
sex, to improve health, but in reality these are at best half principle is a degree of control of the process of dream
measures, requiring great money, efforts and not always constructing and also the degree of self-control of a man
giving the necessary result. as a creator of the “soft” reality. From this point of view

A part of human consciousness is also included in we can single out the following kinds of “soft” worlds:
the system of “hard” world, because a man can`t change sleep, mental disorders (for example, schizophrenia),
his mental abilities, his sympathies and antipathies in narcotic condition, day-dream. From this point of view
accordance with his desires (as is known, “heart has a will these realities may be divided into “soft” and “half-soft”.
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Let`s consider it in details. Night-dream as a variety of 3. Heidegger, M., 2000. Introduction to Metaphysics.
“soft” world is inherent high degree of constructing and New Haven: Yale University Press, pp: 332.
low degree of control. In the night-dream one can 4. Berdyaev, N., 2010. The Meaning of the Creative Act.
construct any worlds as  far  as  his  fantasy  will  permit. Moscow: AST: Astrel: Poligrafizdat, pp: 414.
For example, in the night-dream one can see himself a 5. Berdyaev, N., 2010. Philosophy of Freedom. Moscow:
king, a dog, a cosmonaut and anybody else. But mainly a AST, pp: 319.
man can`t choose the subjects of night-dreams himself 6. Fromm, E., 2000. Die Furcht vor der Freiheit.
and can`t control them. Such kind of “soft” world may be München: Deutscher Taschenbuch Verlag GmbH and
called “half-soft”. Co. KG, pp: 296.

The   peculiarity   of  the  day-dream  as  a  kind  of 7. Camus, A., 1956. The Rebel. An Essay on Man in
“soft” world is that it is characterized by high degree of Revolt. New York Vintage Books, pp: 306. 
constructing. One can imagine any situation and think of 8. Merleau-Ponty, M., 2002. Phenomenology of
any image for himself. Dreaming, one appears both in the Perception. Routledge Classics, pp: 544.
roles of spectator and player. Day-dream has high level of 9. Omar,   F.,    F.W. Halim,   A.Z.  Zainah,  H.  Farhadi,
control which manifests in the fact, that a man is R. Nasir and R. Khairudin, 2011. Stress and Job
simultaneously a director, a producer, a stage-manager Satisfaction as Antecedents of Workplace Deviant
and a critic. Such a unique set of existential-constructive Behavior. World Applied Sciences Journal,
functions   makes   a   day-dream   really   “soft”  world, 12(Special Issue of Social and Psychological
really human world of freedom. Day-dream as a variety of Sciences     for      Human   Development):    46-51.
a “soft” world differ from “half-soft” types, because a Date Views 10.09.2013 www.idosi.org/wasj/wasj12
man, creating different models of himself, world, etc. keeps (SPSHD)11/9.pdf
self-criticism and understands, that all these models exist 10. Gorskaya,   N.   and   V. Glyzina,   2013.   Level  of
only in his consciousness while mentally ill man doesn`t Subjective Control (LSC) in the Area of Interpersonal
understand it. Relations     as    One    of    the   Fundamental   Needs

A man as a contradictory being present a dialectical of   the     Individual.    Middle-East    Journal of
unity of “hard” and “soft” reality. A man lives Scientific Research, 13(Socio-Economic Sciences and
simultaneously in the “hard” and in the “soft” worlds. Humanities): 34-37. Date Views 12.09.2013 www.idosi.
Existence of the “soft” world is an indispensable org/mejsr/mejsr13(sesh)13/7.pdf
condition of survival of a man in the “hard” world of lack 11. Chong,  Sh.T.,    M.S.   Mohamad,   S.M.   Hoesni,
of freedom. A man, possessing freedom, is unable not to Z.M.   Lukman,   I.   Fauziah  and  others,  2011.
use it. Freedom is an actual quality of a man and a man as Generalized Trust and Organized Group Membership
a free being wouldn`t be able to live in the world of lack of among Young Australians. World Applied Sciences
freedom. But living simultaneously in the “hard” world of Journal, 12 (Special Issue of Social and Psychological
lack of  freedom  and  in  the  “soft”  world  of  day-dream, Sciences for Human Development): 58-62. Date Views
a man retains his essence of a free man. 29.09.2013 www.idosi.org/wasj/wasj12(SPSHD)11/11.
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